AGENDA

7:20 Leave Hotels for NIST Front Gate and Check-in
7:30 Coffee, Bagels, etc. NIST Cafeteria
8:15 Welcome, Logistics, Review Agenda, Meeting Objectives Whetstone
8:30 Recap from “All Cities” meeting Whetstone

Status Reports & Presentations

(Focus more on new results and research plans?)

9:00 Arizona State Univ. Gurney
9:20 Univ. of Colorado Sweeney
9:40 GNS Science Turnbull
10:00 NOAA – Lidar Hardesty
10:20 Penn State – Network status/issues Miles/Richardson
10:20 Break
10:40 Penn State – Modeling and analyses Davis/Lauvaux
11:00 Purdue – aircraft measurements Heimburger/Shepson
11:20 Identify discussion topics for the afternoon Whetstone

11:40 Lunch NIST Cafeteria

12:30 Discussion and special presentations.

Candidate Topics:
Special issue. Update, progress.

Consider spillover from yesterday, last year’s “action items,” morning presentations.
Identification of serendipidities in efforts among the NIST test bed sites and other U.S. efforts.
Future meetings – INFLUX, Cities workshops, AGU/AMS sessions, etc.
Data management / web / archive.
Growing the program – opportunities and needs. Future proposals, potential collaborators.

3:30 Adjourn
6:30 Dutch Dinner for those remaining – Restaurant TBA